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UNEMPLOYMENT COUNCILS CONTINUE TO FIGHT STARVATION

JAPAN BANDIT RAIDS UPHeld BY LEAGUE, U.S.

A dispatch from Paris shows that last night, the Ambassador to Great Britain, now "observing" the League of Nations session has approved a Japanese loan request from China worth $5,000. This gives Japan control of Manchuria.

The League "club" of nations—President Hoover has not only tacitly instigated the Japanese arm- 

See Starvation, Page 2

MICHIGAN CHALLENGES LYNCH SENSORS

The Michigan Senate has passed a bill to prevent lynching in the state. The bill, sponsored by Senator C. B. Mansfield, provides for the arrest of persons who participate in lynchings.

Scottsboro Challenges Lynch Senators

The District Convention of the National Miners' Union, held at Pinsonville, Kentucky, last Sunday voted for a strike January 1st. Such a strike will remove Harlan and Bell counties and the Tennessee mines. Representatives from practically every mine in Southeastern Kentucky were present, and many of the miners, in speaking of the hunger conditions, said that unless no work was done the miners would go on strike. The union has announced that it will call a strike on January 1st.

Withdrawal of armed forces, the announcement of millions of miners in prison for labor activities.

Rendezvous for Strike Call for Jan. 1

General Strike is Prepared to Defeat Starvation Rule and Drive Out Bosses' Gun Trucks

The workers in every industry are building a million-dollar fund against wage cuts, speed-up. The workers are in every place building an organization to fight against wage cuts, speed-up. The workers are in every place building an organization to fight against wage cuts, speed-up. The workers are in every place building an organization to fight against wage cuts, speed-up. The workers are in every place building an organization to fight against wage cuts, speed-up. The workers are in every place building an organization to fight against wage cuts, speed-up. The workers are in every place building an organization to fight against wage cuts, speed-up.
PETERSON JURY CANNOT AGREE; ANOTHER TRIAL

Willie Peterson is to be tried again in January on a charge of murdering his anti-Birmingham boss against him. The first trial came to an end with a hung jury after 40 hours of deliberation, the case could not agree. A mistrial was ordered by Judge Mc-Elroy, who said it was impossible to prevent the presence of evidence that would tend to make the defendant guilty of manslaughter.

The evidence of the case is the story of a man caught up in a movement of violence and hatred, and killed while attempting to put an end to the racial injustice and the riots of the 1960s. The defendant, however, is not guilty of murder. He is charged with manslaughter, a lesser offense, and could be placed in jail if convicted.

The trial of Willie Peterson is set to begin in January. The jury will be chosen from among the citizens of Birmingham.

LVH: LYNCH GANG KILLS 2 YOUNG NEGROES

ATMORE, Ala.—James C. Kirby, 31, World War Veteran, who was wounded and gassed, is in the hospital here today. He was shot and killed on Monday by two Negroes who had been robbing him.

The two Negroes, Tom Jackson and John White, had been planning to rob Mr. Kirby for several days. They had been seen together in the vicinity of the Kirby home. The Negroes entered the house, where Mr. Kirby lived, and after a brief struggle, shot him to death. The two Negroes fled the scene of the crime and were later captured.

The murder is the result of a racial incident. The Negroes were trying to rob Mr. Kirby, who had been a federal marshal in the area.

Harlan Prisoners Praise I.L.D. Help

WINCHESTER, Ky.—Four Negro miners, who face trial for murder, were praised by the United Mine Workers of America. The I.L.D. has offered legal aid to the miners.

The I.L.D. is championing the cause of the miners, who were arrested on charges of rioting and murder.

The miners were protesting against the closure of their mine, which has been closed for nearly a year due to a labor dispute.

The I.L.D. is working to secure the release of the miners on bail, and to provide them with legal representation.

Organize Miners—At Edgewater Pit

(BY A WORKER CORRESPONDENT)

BIRMINGHAM—Following the murder of James C. Kirby, the Edgewater pit was closed down. The miners have been working at the pit for nearly a year. The pit was closed due to a labor dispute.

The miners have been working at the pit for nearly a year. The pit was closed due to a labor dispute.

Trade Unions: The N.M.R.L. (National Mine Rescue League) is organizing the miners at the pit. The miners have been working at the pit for nearly a year. The pit was closed due to a labor dispute.

Tourist Game Flips for Florida Farmers

(BY A FARMER CORRESPONDENT)

ZEPHYRHILLS, Fla.—The tourist trade is booming in Florida. The state's agricultural industry is on the rise, and tourists are flocking to the state's beaches, citrus groves, and other attractions.

The tourist industry is a key economic driver for the state, and the increase in tourism is expected to continue.

The I.L.D. is working to secure the release of the miners on bail, and to provide them with legal representation.

Organize Miners—At Edgewater Pit
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Force Release of Charlotte Girl

By a Worker Correspondent

Mass agitation and the threat of young workers demanding the freedom of Ennis Mae Bentsley, young Negro girl framed on the charge of robbery upon the word of white policemen, has made confession. He admits the fraud involved in previous talk about public works solving the problem of unemployment.

In a statement published Tuesday in the Chattanooga Times the mayor pleaded with the politicians not to urge more public works because the city is already facing bankruptcy. Public works will not give work to any number of workers, because only a very small percentage of the money appropriated for such work goes for labor. He has told them to act upon prevailing conditions that enable contractors and sellers of materials and other material to get their share of public appropriation.

Mayor Bass Admits

Public Works Fake

CHATTANOOGA.—Mayor Bass, one of the notables who tried, with ridiculous zeal, to baffle the Communist Party for underworld shuffling of policemen, has made confession. He admits the fraud involved in previous talk about public works solving the problem of unemployment.

In a statement published Tuesday in the Chattanooga Times he pleaded with the politicians not to urge more public works because the city is already facing bankruptcy. Public works will not give work to any number of workers, because only a very small percentage of the money appropriated for such work goes for labor. He has told them to act upon prevailing conditions that enable contractors and sellers of materials and other material to get their share of public appropriation.

Harlan Miners Vote

For Jan. 1st Strike

(Continued From Front Page)

and stay put until they get a living wage.

J. M. Lindsay of Harlan described conditions in the heart of the hot coal district and declared that everyone knew he was ready for a strike.

Young Communist

Murdered in Street

(Continued From Last Page)

BY A WORKER CORRESPONDENT

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va.—Allen Gaddy, a young Negro worker, member of the Young Communist League of Charlotte, N. C., was instantly killed in the afternoon of Thanksgiving Day, while on his way to the Hanger Hearing held by the Youth Committee of the Unemployed National League.

He was shot by a young worker with pistols anti-boarding cars.

The Young Communist League was in complete charge of the ceremony attended by Gaddy’s parents, officiating and speaking at the funeral. The funeral was as revolutionary as the conditions in which we lived, and as the remains were present.

Allen Gaddy was only 21 years of age and worked as a chauffeur. The short time he was a member of the Young Communist League his life was a revelation to me. I have seen the revolutionary activity carried on for the cause of the white and Negro workers in the South.

The murder resulting from boss ideas in the ranks of the workers was a greater impetus for the Young Communist League of the South to fight against the oppression of the Negro worker against the miserable conditions of white and Negro young workers and against boss ideas. The SOUTHERN WORKER is still facing very great financial difficulties. A few have helped, but many more must rally to the support of the paper to ensure its continuation. Send a donation. A subscription. Order a bundle.
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STARRVING ON FAKE CHARITY OF RED CROSS

BY A WORKER CORRESPONDENT

BIRMINGHAM, Ala.—I am out of work and have been for some time. When I was working I used to help the younger boys who worked without jobs have to go to the City Hall and stand in large numbers like me ever hoping for someone to throw us some food. We are worse off than animals because we can’t do anything to help ourselves.

I have seen some workers go to the Red Cross from two to three weeks ago when I noticed the L & N had laid off 75 to 125 men and talking about cutting off some more. They still will be coming to the charity factories.

Workers, we who are out of jobs and working are not. We want work for all. We must fight for full wages even if we are out of work. We must fight so that communism is possible under the existing conditions. No prejudices were present.

Allen Gaddy was only 21 years of age and worked as a chauffeur. The short time he was a member of the Young Communist League his life was a revelation to me. I have seen the revolutionary activity carried on for the cause of the white and Negro workers in the South.

The murder resulting from boss ideas in the ranks of the workers was a greater impetus for the Young Communist League of the South to fight against the oppression of the Negro worker against the miserable conditions of white and Negro young workers and against boss ideas.
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FORCE RELEASE OF CHARLOTTE GIRL

By a Worker Correspondent

Mass agitation and the threat of young workers demanding the freedom of Ennis Mae Bentsley, young Negro girl framed on the charge of robbery upon the word of white policemen, has made confession. He admits the fraud involved in previous talk about public works solving the problem of unemployment.

In a statement published Tuesday in the Chattanooga Times the mayor pleaded with the politicians not to urge more public works because the city is already facing bankruptcy. Public works will not give work to any number of workers, because only a very small percentage of the money appropriated for such work goes for labor. He has told them to act upon prevailing conditions that enable contractors and sellers of materials and other material to get their share of public appropriation.
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In a statement published Tuesday in the Chattanooga Times he pleaded with the politicians not to urge more public works because the city is already facing bankruptcy. Public works will not give work to any number of workers, because only a very small percentage of the money appropriated for such work goes for labor. He has told them to act upon prevailing conditions that enable contractors and sellers of materials and other material to get their share of public appropriation.
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Defy the Tampa Injunction!

On the demand of Regenbog & Sons Tobacco factory in Alexander, Albermarle, judge of the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York, the court has issued an injunction prohibiting the Tobacco Workers’ Industrial Union of America from delivering any tobacco or tobacco products to the company. The injunction was obtained by the United States government under the provisions of the Clayton Antitrust Act. The court has ordered the company to deliver all tobacco and tobacco products to the United States government. The injunction affects the operation of the company and the production of tobacco products.

The injunction was issued on the grounds that the company has been violating the antitrust laws by engaging in a conspiracy to restrain trade and to monopolize the manufacture and distribution of tobacco products. The company has been charged with engaging in a conspiracy to monopolize the manufacture and distribution of tobacco products, in violation of the Sherman Antitrust Act.

The injunction is a significant victory for the United States government, which has been seeking to enforce the antitrust laws against the tobacco industry. The injunction will have a significant impact on the company and its operations, as it will be forced to stop producing tobacco products and deliver all tobacco and tobacco products to the United States government.

The injunction is also a significant victory for the United States government, which has been seeking to enforce the antitrust laws against the tobacco industry. The injunction will have a significant impact on the company and its operations, as it will be forced to stop producing tobacco products and deliver all tobacco and tobacco products to the United States government.
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